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Introduction 

Investigation of the nano_clustration between DNAs of flexible chains with surface 

negative charges and macro-ions with opposite charges is an important subject in genetic 

science [1]. Dendrimers are a new class of synthetic, highly branched, polymers which 

have a structural advantage for gene transfer. The dendronized polymers are new type of 

dendrimers, which capable of producing a nano-cluster with DNA in solution. The 

electrostatic potential was determined for a series of DNA-dendronized polymer nano-

clusters with different DNA pitches[2-5]. In the present work, the effect of temperature 

on the total electrostatic free energy has been studied for different conformation of DNA-

dendronized polymer nano-clusters and the thermodynamics of the nanoclusters have 

been investigated. 

 

 

Theory and method 

A generation 3 of dendronized polymer (a polystyrene chain, G3 –type cells as the 

branch cells and NH3
+ as terminal groups) with the length of 5.0 nm and 160 positive 

surface charges and DNA with the length of 43.5 nm and 255 nm negative surface charges 

were considered to investigate the thermodynamic properties of this system. The 

electrostatic potential of DNA-dendronized polymer nano-cluster which formed by these 

two polyelectrolyte was determined by a three dimensional finite-difference method. The 

electrostatic free energy in terms of different contributions of fixed and mobile charges 

and the entropic free energy of mixing of mobile species and solvent were determined by 

using the nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann equation [2]. The thermodynamic properties of 

the system were studied for several conformations in constant ionic strength (0.1 M) and 

at different temperatures. 
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Result and discussion 
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Figure 1.Effect of temperature on total electrostatic free energy of system 

 

Figure 1 illustrates the effect of temperature on the total electrostatic free energy of 

system. A comparison between total electrostatic free energies of different conformations 

(conformations with different pitches) of nano-clusters shows that how the total electrostatic 

free energy is sensitive to temperature and variation of temperature will  affect the total 

electrostatic free energy and consequently changes the stability of nano- clusters. This can 

be understood that the best conformation (of 2.5nm pitch)  or most stable nano-cluster at 

temperature corresponds to the least free energy. 
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